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The first International Symposium on Unsteady Aerodynamics and Aero- elasticity of
Turbomachines was held in Paris in 1976, and was followed by symposia at Lausanne in
1980, Cambridge in 1984, Aachen in 1987, Bei- jing in 1989, and Notre Dame in 1991. The
proceedings published following these symposia have become recognized both as basic
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reference texts in the subject area and as useful guides to progress in the field. It is hoped
that this volume, which represents the proceedings of the Sixth International Symposium on
Unsteady Aerodynamics of Turbomachines, will continue that tradition. Interest in the unsteady
aerodynamics, aeroacoustics, and aeroelasticity of turbomachines has been growing rapidly
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since the Paris symposium. This expanded interest is reflected by a significant increase in the
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numbers of contributed papers and symposium participants. The timeliness of the topics has
promote an international exchange between scien- tists and engineers from universities,
government agencies, and industry on the fascinating phenomena of unsteady turbomachine
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always been an essential objective of these symposia. Another important objective is to

flows and how they affect the aeroelastic stability of the blading system and cause the
radiation of unwanted noise. This exchange acts as a catalyst for the development of new
analytical and numerical models along with carefully designed ex- periments to help
understand the behavior of such systems and to develop predictive tools for engineering
applications.
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